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Introduction

If you are reading this book, chances are that you own a

company or are planning to start one sometime soon. You

are probably thinking about raising venture capital. We

appreciate that you have come to us in your search for

information. It’s okay if you don’t know a thing about

venture capital or private investments at all. We are here

to help! We wrote this book for anyone who’s considering

seeking venture capital. We help nearly 100 companies

each year go through the process of seeking investment.

All this time, we have been taking notes on what works

and what doesn’t.

Venture capital and venture capitalists may seem scary

and larger-than-life at first. It turns out that VCs are real

people, too! In this book, we demystify the venture

capitalist so you can get past that “all powerful man (or

woman) behind the curtain” feeling.

Venture capital investment is only one of the many ways

that you can fund your company.

 Venture capital investment can help a start-up

company attain much larger milestones in a much

quicker timeframe than it would otherwise be able to

do.

 Companies that take venture capital get more than

money. They also get the expertise of the VCs and VCs’

network of advisors and business people.

 The venture capital track is the fast track. Companies

that take venture capital grow large very quickly or

are acquired in a few short years. VC-backed

companies don’t do anything slowly.



After you read this book, you may choose to pursue VC

funding, or you may realize that you have other options

that better suit your company and your needs. This book

can help you grow your company no matter which path

you choose.

About This Book

We wrote Venture Capital For Dummies for smart people

with no prior experience raising money from venture

capitalists. Founders with great start-up companies come

to us every day asking for advice, education, and

introductions to investors. We used our experience to

create this book.

Through our work at the Rockies Venture Club, we found

ourselves teaching each entrepreneur the same

information about venture capital investments. We

thought boiling all that knowledge down into one little

book — this book — would create a handy reference!

Of course, we wrote this book for entrepreneurs, but

angel investors, friends of entrepreneurs, and even

consultants who help entrepreneurs grow their

companies can find useful information here. When

everyone in an entrepreneurial community understands

the fundraising process, everyone can help support start-

up companies.

If you are an entrepreneur, or know an entrepreneur and

want to support his or her company, you can find

investors. Everyone knows someone who is an investor

or knows an investor. This book can help you uncover the

investors in your own network.

As you read this book, keep the following things in mind:



 We use the term venture capitalist and VC

interchangeably, reflecting the way the terms are used

in everyday conversation.

 The sidebars contain extra information that we think

supports the main ideas in the book. You can skip

them entirely and still get the full facts.

Venture Capital For Dummies is a reference book that

you can read in any order you wish. If you are feeling

particularly technical one day, you can dive into the

chapters about investment structure. If you are more

interested in understanding investor psychology, you can

read those parts first. Focus on the stuff you want to

know.

Foolish Assumptions

In writing this book, we made some assumptions about

you, our dear reader. We guess that you are one of the

four types of people that we run into through our work in

the Rockies Venture Club. You are probably

 An entrepreneur: Not just any entrepreneur, but one

who is ready to get his or her company off the ground,

grow it fast, and make some money!

 An investor: Angel investors and people who invest

in their friends’ or family members’ start-up

companies need to understand the future funding

pathway for the companies they support.

 An advisor: Professional consultants and other smart

folks (mentors, advisors, gurus, yodas) who donate

their time are most helpful when they can give their

client companies the best advice possible.

 A job hunter: Jobs are created in start-ups as a

matter of course. Venture capital dollars often go to



hire key employees. Further, venture capital itself is

an attractive industry where both senior and junior

VCs can make good money in an exciting job. Either

way, this book can help you understand the start-

up/VC landscape as a job hunter.

As a member of one of the listed groups, you have come

to the right place. We have the information you need to

understand venture capital on a level you may not have

dreamed possible. If you don’t recognize yourself in this

list, we welcome you anyway. Have fun. Look around,

and we bet you’ll find that you learn a thing or two.

Icons Used in this Book

To help you navigate through this book and find the

information you’re looking for, we’ve included a variety

of icons.

 When you’re dealing with the future of your

company and venture capital, the stakes are pretty

high. You’ll find this icon whenever you run the risk

of losing an opportunity or delaying your company’s

success.

 As experts, we know about and share with you the

best shortcuts, workarounds, and timesavers. You’ll

find them with this icon.



 There’s a lot to know and to remember when

you’re doing all the tasks you need to do to raise

funds to help your business grow. Look for this icon

to find key concepts and principles.

 If you’re a detail person, you may appreciate these

little nuggets of information. Although interesting,

we’ve included them more for fun. Feel free to skip

them if you just want to get to the nuts-and-bolts

info. Doing so won’t hurt your ability to understand

or seek (and hopefully) secure venture capital.

 This icon highlights the stories of real business

that have already gone down the path you’re

beginning now.

 You can find lots of extra info online related to

securing venture capital. This icon points you to

these articles.

Beyond the Book

In addition to the material in the print or e-book you're

reading right now, this product also comes with some

goodies you can access on the web. Check out the free

Cheat Sheet at www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/venturecapital

for information on things you can do to avoid losing a

deal, speed up a deal, and find VCs.

Head to www.dummies.com/extras/venturecapital to find

pointers on how to work with team members who are

http://www.dummies.com/cheatsheet/medieterraneandiet
http://www.dummies.com/extras/businessanalysis


family, find a securities attorney, and dress for your

pitch.

Where to Go From Here

Go ahead and browse this book. Follow your interests

and instincts. No previous knowledge is required! Start

with a chapter that seems new and interesting or maybe

even begin with a topic where you feel more

experienced. Head to the table of contents or the Index

to find topics that you want to know more about

immediately. The table of contents is a great map you

can use to find information listed chapter by chapter. The

index lets you really want to drill down on a topic. If

you’re completely new to venture capital, why not begin

with the chapters in Part I?

Wherever you go, you’re sure to find useful information.



Part I

Getting Started with

Venture Capital

 Visit www.dummies.com for great Dummies content

online.

http://www.dummies.com/


In this part…

 Discover the mindset that sets founders of venture

businesses apart from other business owners.

 Get the lowdown on what venture capitalists look for,

how venture capital fund works, and the legal

restrictions that impact which companies are selected

for investment.

 Determine which funding options — venture capital,

angel investors, crowdfunding, and more — can best

help your company meet its growth goals.

 Take the first step to securing venture capital by

creating opportunities, online and face to face, to

attract the attention of a venture capitalist.



Chapter 1

Nothing Ventured, Nothing

Gained: Venture Capital

Basics

In This Chapter

 Getting familiar with venture capital and venture

capitalists

 Determining whether you have a venture company

 Seeing the whole venture capital process

If you’re starting a new business, welcome to the club!

Starting a business can be the most exciting, scary,

enlightening venture that you embark on. If you’ve been

running a business for a while and are just starting to

look for money, you’ve come to the right place!

Venture capital is often misunderstood and feels like a

big cloaked, black box to many people. In reality, venture

capital is pretty easy to understand after you’ve been

given the basics. Further, venture capitalists are more

open about sharing information than people think. You

just need to know where to look for the information.

In this book, you discover which companies benefit most

from venture capital, how venture capital works, how to

connect with VCs, and when the time comes, how to

pitch to investors. We also describe the whole start-up

funding landscape and explain how to navigate it wisely.

This chapter introduces you to venture capital and


